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Presentation Notes
*Please note: The notes throughout this slideshow are written in a causal manner and are not intended as a final publication. Rather, they are provided as context to the slides for those reviewing the presentation after the conference. S.D. When this panel was formed, I was the project archivist at the College of Charleston Special Collections for a two-year CLIR funded processing grant focusing on the Jewish Heritage Collection backlog. There were a number of collections to be processed under this grant, but the most daunting on the to-do list was the Rosenthall donation, which is the focus of this presentation. I will provide a little bit of background information on the collection, explain the unorthodox route we took to make the collection accessible, and discuss the results of the experiment. 



rare books   
fine art  

postcards  
illustrated journals  

greeting cards 
pamphlets 
broadsides 
newspapers 

 

sheet music 
cartoons 
etchings 

chromo-lithographs 
watercolors  
medallions 

stamps   
textiles 

 

66 linear feet of 
personal and 
professional papers  

100 linear feet of 
Judaica 

Rosenthall donation 
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Presentation Notes
The Rosenthall donation consists of the papers of William Rosenthall, a reform Rabbi and passionate collector of Judaica. His materials were divided into two collections: 1) 66 linear feet of his rabbinical files, sermons, research files, and other personal and professional papers (which were processed using standard arrangement and description methods) and 2) over 100 linear feet of his Judaica collection (which presented some processing challenges).Rosenthall’s Judaica collection is quite phenomenal, not only because of the numerous types of materials he collected (displayed on screen), but also the breadth of subjects documented in the materials--  from Jewish cemeteries to religious ceremonies, clothing, music, anti-Semitism, to images of synagogues. Scholars of a variety of backgrounds will find this collection useful to their research interests. The next few slides are a sampling of images found in the collection. 
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Jewish peddler with cart, Vilnius, Lithuania
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Left: Ruins of Thann Synagogue after World War I, Thann, France, circa 1914 Right: Synagogue over wine and liquor store, Brooklyn, New York
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From John Foster Carr’s Guide to the United States for the Jewish Immigrant (1912)
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Bris ceremony, print dates from late 18th century? 
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Cartoons with anti-Semitic themes- "She Knew Him by His Nose" and "Where He Erred" 1901 
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Presentation Notes
Left: New Year's Greetings with a Zionist message, circa 1920Right: Romantic New Year's postcard featuring a kiss, circa 1915



considerations 
Large amount of material 

Varied levels of organization 
No inventory or search mechanism 

Several arrangement options 
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Presentation Notes
When I began my initial survey of the collection, I noted several factors that would affect how this collection was processed. First, it was a sizeable collection with varied levels of organization. Also, there was not much of an inventory or search mechanism to provide rudimentary access to the materials. However, these three issues are not a-typical to processing and for most archivists these are regular hurdles in organizing and describing manuscript collections.



Location 

Date 
 

Format 
 

Subject 
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But the one aspect of this collection that stumped me was the various ways the materials could be organized- there was no clear best way to arrange these images. Is it best to create series based on format (put all the photographs together, all the prints together, all the textiles together)? That would mean images of synagogues or cemeteries would be scattered across several series. But if you arranged the materials by broad subjects, what is to be done with those items that depict both synagogues and cemeteries in the same image? Or a portrait of a Jewish leader that is anti-Semitic in nature? Where should those items be placed? And once a series arrangement is selected, when/how should date and geographic location factor in? I needed to figure out which arrangement would meet the research needs of the majority of users.



considerations 
Large amount of material 

Varied levels of organization 
No inventory or search mechanism 

Several arrangement options 
Other priorities 
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Presentation Notes
I could have easily taken years to fully process Rosenthall’s Judaica collection, but I had two years to process it plus several more hundred linear feet of other Jewish Heritage Collection materials. There just simply wasn’t enough time.



considerations 
Large amount of material 

Varied levels of organization 
No inventory or search mechanism 

Several arrangement options 
Other priorities 

 

Support of donor 
Abundance of interns 

Online presentation mechanism 
(Lowcountry Digital Library) 

Basic imaging equipment available  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But because the collection had such a high research value, I knew we had to, at the very least, carry out a low level basic processing to make the materials somewhat accessible. It was about the time when I was considering how to approach this collection that the Rabbi’s widow contacted the Dean of Libraries (background on widow’s relationship with Libraries, interest in online access, and request). So the Dean strongly encouraged us to have materials from the collection online by the end of the week. With that caveat, I once again had to reconsider how to handle this collection. I knew Special Collections had agreed to host several interns for the semester and that they had not yet been assigned a project, so we had an abundance of labor, an online presentation mechanism (Lowcountry Digital Library, which at that time was using CONTENTdm), two EPSON flatbed scanners, and the support of the Jewish Studies department to help with translations and identification. So…(and you all know where this is going..) I thought, well, since I’m having such a difficult time figuring out how to arrange the collection, why not forgo the physical arrangement and just get the material online, provide enough metadata to make is searchable, that that way users can use the advance searching techniques through the online content management system to “arrange” the material according to their interests.



  
 descriptive, preservation, and structural metadata   

 NARA guidelines for digitizing archival material 

 EPSON Expression photo scanner 

 400 – 800 ppi  

 24 bit color 

 .tiff preservation and .jpg access copies 

 Drobo storage array 

we went to work 



Field Example 

Title Paradesi Synagogue, Cochin, India, circa 
1958 

Alternate title 
(optional) 

Die Sinagoge zu Dresden 

Source publication 
(optional) 

Harper’s Weekly, October 5, 1872 

Creator Levine, Jack, 1915-2010 

Date original 1850-11-23 
 

Note (optional) Rosenthall purchased this print in New York 
City in 1970 for $3.00. 

Topical subject 
(LCTGM) 

Synagogues; Cityscapes 

Geographic subject Europe -- Germany -- Dresden 

Type (DCMI) Still image 

Type (AAT) Prints (visual works); Lithographs 

Type (IMT) image/jpeg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Title: Should reflect a given title of the item or the subject of the item. Include place and date when possible.Alternate title (optional): Used if the item’s original title is in another language.Source publication (optional): Where the item originally was published, usually a book, magazine, or newspaper. Include date if possible. Note: Interns were allows to do further research on the image if desired (many were historic preservation and interested in architecture). Their findings would go here, as well as any of Rosenthall’s notes written on the back of the item (he usually recorded where the item was purchased, when, and the amount paid.  Topical subject, Geographic subject facets, and AAT type were clickable and acted as canned searches.



Field Example 

Latitude (optional) 41.657627 

Longitude (optional) -91.524022 

Contributing institution College of Charleston Libraries 

Source William A. Rosenthall Judaica Collection- 
Prints and Photographs 

Physical location Box 2, Folder 10 

Height (cm) 10 

Width (cm) 5.5 

Digitization 
specifications 

Scanned with Epson Expression 10000 XL, 
800 ppi, 24-bit color. Archival tiff image 
available 

Date digital 2012-01 

Scanner / metadata J. Knight 

Resource identifier war00054 

Object filename war00054.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Latitude and Longitude recorded for possible future mapping displays (on relevant images, like synagogues).Physical location: recorded in what portfolio or box/folder the item was stored for quick retrieval.



SUCCESS  
Provide 

internship 
experience 

Better handle on 
contents of collection 

Provide online access 
to portion of the 

collection 

Reach larger audience 
through partnerships 
with other institutions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall the project was a success. We provided valuable internship experiences to students not familiar with primary source material, and we got a much better handle on the contents of the collection. Most importantly, we achieved this in a way that allowed me to work on other collections. Most of the work was done by interns- a day was spent in training and I did some proofing of the images before they went online. We provided online access to part of the collection, which exposed our resources to researchers across the country as well as international scholars. And once we had a good amount online, we formed partnerships with other institutions doing similar work, such as the Center for Jewish History and Judaica Europeana. We hope these partnership will further increase access to the materials—one of the big benefits of digitizing is that it’s easy to point to and “pull” content and metadata from one content management system and provide access through portal sites. But, as all grant-funded work does, our project drew to an end and I accepted a Digital Projects Manager position at the University of Kentucky Libraries. It was quite fortuitous to take this position a few months before giving this presentation because UK Digital Library Services has spent the last year or so developing a workflow for the mass digitization and preservation of manuscript materials. So I’d like to conclude my presentation by reviewing what I would have done differently at Charleston based on what I’ve learned at UK.



Access vs. preservation  
 -lower resolution 
 (300 ppi) 
 -access copies only  
 (jpeg2000, LZW tiff) 
 

Capturing devices 
 I2s CopiBook 
 7 seconds! Autocrop! 
 

Metadata  
 

rethinking Rosenthall 
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Presentation Notes
First, there is a difference between digitization for ACESS purposes versus PRESERVATION purposes. While the material we were imaging at the College of Charleston was certainly unique, the physical copies could and are considered the master copies. Dennis Meissner has addressed this exact point in recent Implementing More Product, Less Process workshops. So, if we’re not scanning for preservation purposes, we can �1) lower the resolution at which images are captured to about 300 ppi and which will significantly decrease imaging time and take up less storage space and �2) save the files as jpeg2000 or LZW tiff files, which also lessens file size and helps save on storage spaceThere is also the issue of capturing devices. While the EPSON flat bed scanner gets the job done, it is quite slow and can take anywhere from 30 seconds to 3 minutes for high resolution scan. The University of Kentucky uses two I2s CopiBook capturing devices that, while only able to scan up to 600 ppi, captures full color content in 7 seconds. Also it includes an autocrop feature, which saves all that time using Photoshop to rotate, deskew, and crop images. This piece of equipment has been crucial to the mass digitization workflow at UK. It does cost somewhere in the ballpark of $35k, so this will not be an option for all repositories, especially in this climate. 



Field Example 

Title Lift captions directly off object 

Alternate title Die Sinagoge zu Dresden 

Source Publication Harper’s Weekly, October 5, 1872 

Creator Rosenthall (collector) 

Date original 1850 

Note Rosenthall purchased this in 1970 for $3.00. 

Topical subject (LCTGM) Further in-house control: Synagogues; Clothing & dress; Cemeteries; Rites and 
ceremonies 

Geographic subject Europe -- Germany -- Dresden 

Type (DCMI) Still image 

Type (AAT) Further in-house control: Prints (visual works); Postcards; Photographs; Drawings 
(visual works); Sheet music 

Type (IMT) image/jpeg 

Latitude / Longitude 41.657627 / -91.524022 

Contributing institution College of Charleston Libraries 

Source William A. Rosenthall Judaica Collection- Prints and Photographs 

Physical location Portfolio 001 

Rights  Digital image copyright 2012… 

Height (cm) / Width (cm) 10 /5.5 

Digitization specifications Scanned with Epson Expression 10000 XL, 800 ppi, 24-bit color. Archival tiff image 
available 

Date digital 2012-01 

Resource identifier war00054 

Object filename war00054.jpg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would also have tried to drastically decrease the time we spent creating metadata. (review list on screen)



Access vs. preservation  
 -lower resolution 
 (300 ppi) 
 -access copies only  
 (jpeg2000, LZW tiff) 
 

Capturing devices 
 I2s CopiBook 
 

Metadata 
 

Finding aid  
 

rethinking Rosenthall 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just because the material is made searchable via metadata does not mean that a finding aid is not needed. I want to stress the importance of having at least a collection level finding aid to describe to scope and context of the materials and hopefully include links to digital objects.



rethinking the inventory 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, as far as the inventory goes, it would make sense to dynamically create the inventory by pulling metadata from the digital objects. But that would great a giant flat list of objects with no arrangement, which is not useful to researchers. I think it would be interesting to (and unfortunately I have not yet had the chance to experiment with this) allow users to filter the inventory using the 4 fields mentioned before: format, subject, geographic location, and date. That way, the inventory would only display content relevant to the user’s interests.(Concluding comments)



 
 
Sarah Dorpinghaus 

Digital Projects Manager, University of Kentucky Libraries 
sarah.dorpinghaus@uky.edu 

 
Rosenthall project website     rosenthall.library.cofc.edu 
Lowcountry Digital Library      lowcountrydigital.library.cofc.edu 
A Synagogue A Day     asynagogueaday.tumblr.com 
 
UK Digital Library Services    libraries.uky.edu/dls 
Kentucky Digital Library beta    eris.uky.edu 
ExploreUK     exploreuk.uky.edu 
 
 

more information 

Thank you! 
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